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Competing orders, non-linear sigma models 

and topological terms in quantum magnets

Some remarks on topological quantum matter 

(or how the actual talk fits in with this program)



General questions on topological phases of matter

1. Do topological phases exist? 

2. Are they common? 

3. How do we detect and manipulate them? 



Do topological phases exist? 

Yes! !

Crowning example – quantum Hall effects
Require special circumstances (d =2, strong B-fields, etc)

Long standing important question in solid state physics:

Are there others? 

Theoretical answer: Yes! !
Topological phases can occur in any dimension and without external B-fields.

(Perhaps a non-quantum Hall realization will eventually be more practical for quantum 

computation.)

Experimental answer (to date): No!!



Are topological phases common? 

Conventional solid state folklore: No!!

Probably right but we don’t really know. 

Good experimental probes to reveal such phenomena often do not exist

(possibly completely new experimental toolbox). 

Ferromagnetism (relatively rare)– known for centuries

Antiferromagnetism (much more common) – known only 

for < 70 years

Had to await development of new probes like neutron scattering

Optimistic view: Perhaps topological phases are very common but we haven’t

found out yet.





General lesson from topological phases: Emergent 

non-locality in extended quantum systems

Ground states with excitations that have long range interactions absent 

in microscopic Hamiltonian

Mathematical description: gauge theory

(In quantum Hall example) excitations with infinitely long ranged 

statistical interactions

Information encoded in global properties of ground state wavefunction. 

( Underlies suggestion to exploit for quantum computation) 



Beyond topological phases

Quantum Hallesque topological phases just the tip of the 

iceberg.

Modern theoretical quantum condensed matter physics:

Non-trivial quantum ground states with similar emergent 

non-locality exist. 

?? Possibility of new “quantum” technologies??

Applications other than quantum computing? 



Example 1: Artificial electrodynamics

Quantum (spin) liquids in three dimension with a gapless 

``photon” excitation 

Many different model realizations 

Gaplessness of artificial photon is robust – protected 

against all small perturbations



Artificial electrodynamics (cont’d)

Photon coupled minimally to `artificial’ gauge charges

Gauge charges possibly fermionic and gapless 

artificial metal.

Specific microscopic models with the 

artificial metal phase exist in d = 3.      ( TS, Vojta, Sachdev, ’04)

??Applications?? 

??``Electrical” circuits with wires in artificial metal phase?? 



Example 2: Gapless `deconfined’ critical 

phases/points in d = 2

Deconfined critical phases: 

Low energy theory - gapless emergent fermions coupled to fluctuating 

gapless emergent gauge field.

Stable scale invariant quantum phases with no relevant perturbations. 

Deconfined critical points: 

Low energy theory – gapless emergent bosons coupled to fluctuating 

gapless emergent gauge field.

Scale invariant theory with one relevant perturbation 

(often describing a Landau-forbidden quantum phase transition)



Beyond topological phases (cont’d)

• Deconfined criticality not as well understood as 

topological phases but also has some non-local structure 

that is apparently captured by the gauge theory. 

• Non-locality useful (in the distant future) for some 

interesting application?

• This talk – focus on some theoretical aspects of these 

interesting phenomena. 



Insulating quantum antiferromagnets

Useful theoretical laboratory to address many central 

issues in strong correlation physics

(competing orders, quantum criticality, fractional quantum 

numbers,……..)

Many new materials realizing variety of different spin 

models on different lattices



Some possible quantum phases

• Neel ordered state



Possible quantum phases (contd)

QUANTUM PARAMAGNETS

• Simplest: Valence bond solids.

• Ordered pattern of valence bonds
breaks lattice translation symmetry.

• Elementary spinful excitations have 
S = 1 above spin gap.



Possible phases (contd)

• Exotic quantum paramagnets – ``resonating valence bond liquids’’.

• Fractional spin excitations, interesting topological structure. 



Some recent theoretical advances

1.  Landau-forbidden second order quantum phase transitions between 

2 phases with different broken symmetry

Eg: Neel-VBS on 2d square lattice. 

Critical field theory: Gapless bosonic spinons coupled to fluctuating 

gauge fields

Slow power law for both Neel and VBS order parameters

``Deconfined quantum critical point”

T. Senthil, A. Vishwanath, L. Balents, S. Sachdev, and M. Fisher, Science 2004

T. Senthil, L. Balents, S. Sachdev, A. Vishwanath and M. Fisher, PR B 2004



Recent theoretical advances (cont’d)

2.  Stable critical `spin liquid’ phases in 2d

(at least within large-N expansions)

Eg: dRVB/staggered flux phases of spin-1/2 magnets

Low energy theory: gapless fermionic Dirac spinons coupled to gapless 

gauge field

Slow power law for many competing orders

``Deconfined critical phase” or ``Algebraic spin liquid”

M. Hermele, T. Senthil, M. Fisher, P.A. Lee, N. Nagaosa, X.-G. Wen, PR B 2004



Comment

At deconfined critical points/phases, 

spinon-gauge descriptions useful. 

But neither spinons nor photon is a good quasiparticle. 

Quite possibly no quasiparticle description even exists!



Questions

1. Is a spinon-gauge description necessary at

deconfined critical points/phases? 

2. Is there any description directly in terms of slow competing order 

parameters? 

(How does Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson theory kill itself?)

3. Why bother with these questions?



Questions

1. Is a spinon-gauge description necessary at

deconfined critical points/phases? 

2. Is there any description directly in terms of slow competing order 

parameters? 

(How does LGW theory kill itself?)

3. Why bother with these questions?

Mostly for improved theoretical understanding at this point.



Questions

1. Is a spinon-gauge description necessary at

deconfined critical points/phases? 

2. Is there any description directly in terms of slow competing order 

parameters? 

(How does LGW theory kill itself?)

3. Why bother with these questions?

Mostly for improved theoretical understanding at this point.

This talk - suggest some interesting answers by studying many related 

questions.



Lessons from d = 1 spin-1/2 chains
(classic example of a gapless algebraic spin liquid)

• Power law phase

• Spinon description of spectrum

• Slow decay of both Neel and VBS correlations with SAME 

exponents

• Many similarities to 2d deconfined criticality – only much better 

understood

• Many different equivalent field theoretic descriptions



Field theories of spin-1/2 chains-I

O(3) nonlinear sigma model with topological term



Field theories of spin-1/2 chains –II

SU(2)1 Wess-Zumino-Witten theory



SU(2) WZW Theory (cont’d)



Field theory of spin-1/2 chains-III

QED2



Lessons



Outline

1. Weakly coupled 1d spin chains (two dimensions with 

rectangular symmetry)

2. Deconfined criticality in 2d square lattice

3. Massless 2-component QED3

4. Implications/suggestions for other problems



Weakly coupled spin chains

(2d with rectangular symmetry)



Weakly coupled spin chains

``Superspin” sigma model description



Superspin description (cont’d)



Superspin description (cont’d)



Anisotropic O(4) model with topological term



Effective O(3) model



Coulomb gas formulation



Sine Gordon theory



Subconclusion



Deconfined criticality in 2d square lattice



``Superspin” sigma model 
(adapted from Tanaka-Hu PRL 05)



Theory of ordered insulators



Integrate out fermions in insulator



Comments



Equivalence to gauge theory of deconfined critical 

point



Practice with Q



Mutual non-locality of vortices



Lattice action for vortices



Comments



Comments



Massless QED3



N = 2 version



Large m limit: integrate out fermions

Abanov, Wiegmann, 2000



Integrate out gauge fluctuations



Global O(4) model



Comments



Summary

• Sigma model descriptions in terms of slow competing 

order parameters possible in 2d quantum magnets 

provided topological terms are included. 

• Possible alternate to gauge theory descriptions

(Interesting? Useful?)

• O(4) model with theta term – interesting phase 

structure/transitions



Questions

• Similar sigma models for fermionic algebraic spin liquid phases? 

• Isotropic O(4) model with theta term in D = 3: nature of phase 

transitions?

• Topological terms in superspin descriptions of other competing 

orders (eg: SO(5) theory of SC/AF in half-filled extended Hubbard 

models)?

• Similar considerations in d = 3: Interesting conjecture on 

low energy physics of strongly coupled SU(2) gauge theory with 

theta term based on current understanding of 3d quantum magnets

(TS, Shankar) 


